
The combination that offers more
comfort and support

Lippe range
and Relax bed surround

 SAFE LIVING AT HOME
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The changeover to a care bed can be a very 
positive experience as people get older or 
become ill. Persons in need of care and their 
relatives finally receive the support they 
require. Yet, for many people, this is a difficult 
step to take. Moving out of your familiar bed 
is like taking a step into the unknown – and 
frequently means a spatial separation from 
your partner. But supposing it's not necessary 
to give up your beloved bedroom suite?

This very scenario prompted Burmeier to 
develop its Lippe range. Our Lippe bed inserts 
are merely attached to an existing bed frame 
and so remain largely invisible just like a 
normal slatted frame. But they still offer all the 
advantages of an electric bed. Find out on the 
following pages how our Lippe can improve 
your family’s quality of life.

Lippe –  
always a good choice
You can purchase a Lippe bed insert at any 
time as a private user and thus have the neces-
sary support in place for the future. Or you can 
choose the Lippe as a care bed on prescrip-
tion, if your care needs have been recognised.

New quality of 
life in your own 
familiar bed
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Look for the My advantage symbol in the 
brochure and let our satisfied customers 
convince you.

What advantages  
does a Burmeier bed  
offer for you?

Clever

������������

Lippe range 
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Lippe IV

Do you have a single bed or double bed with standard di-
mensions? Then the Lippe IV is the right choice for you. Its 
electrically adjustable mattress base provides a number of 
health-promoting positions for restful sleep and enjoyable lei-
sure. Its adjustable height lets you get up at the most ergonom-
ic height every time. As a caring relative, you can set the bed to 
its highest position so you can work at a back-friendly height.

The advantages for you

•    Four-section mattress base with comfortable sprung  
wooden slats

•    Adjustable backrest and leg rests for restful sleep  
and to enjoy reading or watching TV

•    Strong construction – suitable even for heavier persons

•    10cm-extendable mattress retainer bars for  
greater flexibility when choosing a mattress

•    Handset with lockable functions  
for safe and easy operation

Lippe IV washable

If your medical supply 
retailer provides you with a 
Lippe IV with metal slats, this 
is a variant of the Lippe IV 
washable model. It can be 
reprocessed in a washing 
machine and stands for par-
ticularly thorough hygiene.

“I need a care bed, but I want to see as 
few technical details as possible in my 
bedroom. The Lippe bed insert  
makes this possible.” 

Otto Peters
Retiree ������������

Snug and secure

Enjoy the comfort  
and perfect support
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Lippe IV All advantages at a glance

Mattress retainer bars  
hold the mattress securely 
in place. Their width can 
be increased by 10 cm. 
Mattress retainer bars  
can be detached.

Adapter sleeves are 
available on both 
sides for a patient 
lifting pole and  
a reading lamp.

The four-section 
mattress base is fully 
electrically adjustable 
and is also suitable  
for heavier persons  
of up to 200 kg.

A fifth mattress 
retainer bar at the foot 
end gives the mattress 
additional support.

If a reverse-Trendelen- 
burg position is set, the 
lower leg rest remains in a 
comfortable horizontal 
position. If necessary, it 
can be lowered in several 
stages.

The 24-volt drive system 
is particularly safe and 
dependable. Electrical 
testing is normally not 
required. The electronic switch 

mode power supply 
unit is easy to 
connect via a plug-in 
connection.

Four sturdy feet with 
floor-level adjustment 
screws give the bed 
insert stability on any 
floor.

The handset is designed  
for easy and intuitive use. 
Individual bed functions 
can be locked if necessary 
to prevent injuries.
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Lippe 120/140

If you have enjoyed the comfort of a more generous bed width 
for many years, you might feel more restricted in a standard 
bed. That is why Lippe 120/140 bed inserts are also available 
for wider bed surrounds. With a mattress base width of 120 
and/or 140 cm, persons in need of care have plenty of space 
and can continue to enjoy their usual quality of life without 
any restrictions. 

Persons requiring care with a body weight of over 200 kg 
will find in the Lippe 120/140 a comfortable alternative to a 
heavy-duty bed. The robust bed inserts are authorised for 
loads of up to 250 kg. Even tall persons will find ample space 
thanks to the optional 20cm-bed extension.

The advantages for you

•   Large height adjustment range, from 29 to 74 cm,  
for fall prevention and ergonomic care

•    Sturdy and hygienic metal slats, for high weights of up  
to 250 kg

•    Floor-level adjustment screws for excellent stability despite 
uneven floors

•    Particularly economical and safe 24-volt drive system

More room for sleep and leisure

“I have always enjoyed  
the space to spread myself  
out in my 1.40-metre-wide 
futon bed. With the 
Lippe 140, I can still take 
advantage of the space this 
offers – but can also enjoy 
the assistance I need.”

Pasquale Rossi
Retiree ������������

Room to move
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The quality of a Lippe bed insert can be seen from 
the attention to detail. With its space-saving chassis 
and the many dimensions to choose from, it fits in 
practically every bed. It ensures excellent stability at 
all times: thanks to the floor-level adjustment screws 
included as standard, there’s no need to worry about 
your bed being unsteady, even if you live in an old 
building with sloping floors.

The bed inserts are operated with a clear, intuitive 
handset which allows even people with declining 
abilities to operate it independently. If a particular 
mattress base position is not advisable medically, 
following an injury perhaps, relatives and carers can 
selectively lock the handset.

The selectively lockable hand-
set is extremely easy to use 
and offers maximum safety.

Serial feet with floor-level adjustment screws 
ensure excellent stability.

Five mattress retainer bars hold the mattress 
securely in place.

Lippe models up to 140 cm wide can be combined 
with the Relax bed surround.

The height adjustment mechanism rests on ball 
bearings and functions safely, gently and quietly.

Adapter sleeves are available on both sides for a 
patient lifting pole and a reading lamp.

The switch mode power supply unit is easy to 
connect to the bed insert via a power socket.

One idea –  
many convincing advantagesLippe range 
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Relax

“By combining the Relax with 
the Lippe, we have ended up 
with our ideal double bed – 
and it’s a perfect match for 
our colour scheme.”

Laura and  
Otto Peters
Married couple

Has our Lippe won you over, but you are really yearning for a 
completely new bed? Then discover our Relax bed surround. 
With its clear lines and stylish decors, it appears classically  
elegant while at the same time incorporating the latest furni-
ture trends. The Relax is the ideal bed surround for the Lippe 
or other mattress bases.

It is also suitable for those looking for a double bed that offers 
technical assistance. Two bed surrounds can be combined to 
create a double bed. Each person can then choose a mattress 
base to suit their individual needs. 

In addition to its Lippe range, Burmeier also offers a bed frame 
with motorised adjustment. It is available as a 90 x 200 cm or 
100 x 200 cm frame. Instead of standing on the floor, this frame 
fixes easily onto the supports provided in the Relax surround.

The advantages for you

•    Pleasant height of 45 cm (excluding mattress) at the side  
for getting in and out safely and conveniently

•    Low-height footboard for a contemporary look 
and an unobstructed view of the room

•    Two Relax beds can be joined together with bolts  
to make a double bed

������������

The homelike bed surround 

Twosome
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Relax The homelike bed surround Attractive 
wood decors for  
every interior – 
fast availability  
from stock!

Choose which style of Relax suits you and your bedroom best 
from a choice of four attractive wood decors. Enjoy the pale 
gold of Royal Maple, savour the subtle Beech, revel in smoky 
Havana Cherry or feast on the rich Bella Noce Choco.

If you use your Relax in combination with a Lippe bed insert, 
you can conceal its feet behind a stylish grey bed surround.

The optional electrically-adjustable motorised 
frame ensures a high level of comfort.

Relax bed surrounds can be combined to create  
a double bed.

Natural Beech

Royal Maple

Havana Cherry

Bella Noce Choco

“I started off by using the 
Lippe in my old bed – but 
then I felt like a change. 
With the contemporary 
look of the Relax, I feel 
completely at home again 
in my bedroom.”

Lilo Feldmann
Retiree ������������

Stylish
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Are you looking for more comfort, safety and support?  
Enhance your bed with protective safety sides, begin your day 
effortlessly and let a lifting pole take the strain or bask in the 
pleasant light of our reading lamp. 

The convenient Pleto side table has a 
practical two-piece tabletop. The larger 
tabletop can be tilted to provide a com-
fortable bookrest and magazine stand.

With its 2.40m-extension cable,  
the handset for the Lippe IV can be  
used anywhere within the room.

A 20-cm bed extension is available for 
the Lippe 120/140.

The adjustable safety side for the Lippe 
IV can be raised and lowered effortlessly. 
The Varus low-height bedside cabinet  
is the ideal companion for the Lippe and 
Relax.

The clip-on Lippe safety side remains 
securely in place and offers constant 
protection on one side of the bed.

With its widening rails of 5 cm per side, 
the Lippe IV mattress base can be  
extended in size.

The adjustable feet make it possible to 
raise the bed insert by up to 7 cm – ideal 
for adapting it to fit taller bed surrounds.

Extensive accessories
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“Accessories can be  
fitted at any time when 
the wish or need for  
added support arises.”

Julia Roth
Care service employee

������������

Flexible
I particularly like working with beds from  
Burmeier since the ergonomic height adjust-
ment avoids back strain. Thanks to flexible 
accessories, we can always find a way to cater 
to your personal situation and your changing 
needs. This leaves enough energy and time for 
social interaction, which is important to me 
during my work.

Always up to the job

Find out more about 
helpful accessories from 
our website and our  
accessories leaflet.  
All you have to do is  
scan the QR code. 

The Sola reading lamp radiates 
a pleasant light and generates 
very little heat. It can be fitted 
to the patient lifting pole or in-
serted in the connection sleeve.

The standing aid provides  
a secure hold when getting  
out of bed.

Thanks to the 19-cm mattress 
retainer bars, even thick  
anti-decubitus mattresses can 
be used.

The transmitter holder 
for the handset has a 
flexible support and is 
always in a handy posi-
tion on the Lippe IV.
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“Grandpa’s bed is really 
cool. You can make it go 
up and down and it even 
helps him get up.”

Julia Peters
Granddaughter ������������

Impressed

Help
Helpful information, 
forms and tips for apply-
ing for a care bed can be 
found on our website. 
Just scan the QR code or 
visit our website at 
www.burmeier.com/en/
faq/private-customers/

Any questions?
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Solutions for people who care

Lippe IV

Lippe 120/140

195 cm 85 cm
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Lippe IV Lippe 120/140

Lippe IV

Lippe 120/140

195 115/135

30°
70°
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Lippe IV

Lippe 120/140

Lippe IV

Lippe 120/140

Model variant Lippe IV Lippe 120/140 Relax

Mattress base widths 80/90/100 cm 120/140 cm 90/100/120/140 cm
Mattress base lengths 190/200 cm 200/220 cm 200/220 cm
Height adjustment 29 – 74 cm 29 – 74 cm -
Safe working load 200 kg 250 kg -
2 connection sleeves at head end ✓ ✓ O3)

5th mattress retainer bar at foot end ✓ ✓ O3)

CDC coating – – –
Feet with floor-level adjustment screws 
and fixing lugs ✓ ✓ –

Selectively lockable handset ✓ ✓ O3)

Handset transmitter holder O – O1)

Extension cable for handset (240 cm) O – O1)

Rastomat for lower leg rest ✓ ✓ O3)

Sprung wooden slat mattress base ✓ – O1)

Metal slat mattress base – ✓ O2)

Motorised frame – – O
Linak 24-volt drive system ✓ ✓ O3)

Sola reading lamp O O O3)

Patient lifting pole with triangular grab handle O O O3)

Standing aid O O O3)

Adaptable safety side O – O1)

Lippe safety side O – O1)

Bed extension 20 cm O O O4)

Widening rail 5 cm O – O1)

Taller mattress retainer bars (approx. 19 cm) O O O3)

Transportation and storage aid O – –
Under bed light – O –
Extension cable 1.4 m – O –

Equipment and options 

✓ = standard feature     
O = available as an option     
– = not available

1) combined with Lippe IV
2) with Lippe IV washable and Lippe 120/140
3) with all Lippe bed inserts

4)  Dimensions 120 x 220 cm  
and 140 x 220 cm for extended 
Lippe 120/140 available

Our expertise Our values

Experienced

Open-minded

Human

Reliable

Confident

Solution-focused

Our brands

Hospital

Nursing home

Homecare

Lifestyle beds

Furniture systems

Service

The Stiegelmeyer Group is Germany’s leading manufac-
turer of medical beds for hospitals, nursing homes  
and homecare. With modern bedside cabinets, furniture 
and digital assistance systems, it is also an innovative 
provider of holistic solutions. The family-run company 
successfully develops offers for international markets in 
more than 100 countries.

Our strengths: 
•   Product development at our Herford headquarters in Germany – 

production in four modern factories in Germany and Poland
•   Factory in China for the Asian market 
•   Subsidiaries and sales partners in many countries 
•   Top-class service with reliable spare parts supply 
•   Training and process optimisation for our customers 
•   Sustainable action with strong social commitment 

 1,100
EMPLOYEES
WORLDWIDE

11

100

LOCATIONS
in Germany, Poland, 
the Netherlands, Belgium,
France, Finland, 
South Africa and China

DISTRIBUTION 
in more than 
countries

International 
CERTIFI
CATION

15
spare part 
availability

 YEAR

Tailor-made 

OFFERS
for all

MARKETS

125,000 beds  
produced  
every year

MORE THAN

GERMAN
ENGINEERING



stiegelmeyer-group.com

Nederland / Netherlands 
Stiegelmeyer BV
Peppelenbos 7
6662 WB Elst
Phone  +31 (0) 345 581 - 881
info@stiegelmeyer.nl
www.stiegelmeyer.nl

France
Stiegelmeyer SAS
16 Avenue de l'Europe 
Bâtiment SXB1
67300 Schiltigheim
Phone  +33 (0) 4 7238 - 5336
contact@stiegelmeyer.fr
www.stiegelmeyer.fr

South Africa
Stiegelmeyer Africa (PTY) Ltd.
The Estuaries · Century City
Cape Town, 7441
Phone  +27 (0) 21 555 - 1415
Fax +27 (0) 21 555 - 0639
info.southafrica@stiegelmeyer.com
www.stiegelmeyer.co.za

Suomi / Finland 
Stiegelmeyer Oy
Ahjokatu 4 A
15800 Lahti
Phone  +358 (0) 3 7536 - 320
Fax +358 (0) 3 7536 - 330
stiegelmeyer@stiegelmeyer.fi
www.stiegelmeyer.fi

Polska / Poland 
Stiegelmeyer Sp. z o.o.
86-212 Stolno
Grubno 63
Phone  +48 56 6771 - 400
Fax +48 56 6771 - 410
info.stolno@stiegelmeyer.pl
www.stiegelmeyer.pl

China 
Stiegelmeyer China Co. Ltd.
Poly Center, No. 8 South Wenhua Road
Dongping New Town, Shunde District
528300 Foshan
Phone +86 757 29878710 - 0
info@stiegelmeyer.cn
www.stiegelmeyer.cn

Deutschland / Germany
Stiegelmeyer GmbH & Co. KG
Ackerstraße 42
32051 Herford
Phone +49 (0) 5221 185 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 5221 185 - 100
info@stiegelmeyer.com
www.stiegelmeyer.com

Deutschland / Germany
Burmeier GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestraße 53 
32120 Hiddenhausen
Phone +49 (0) 5223 9769 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 5223 9769 - 090
info@burmeier.com
www.burmeier.com

Hauptsitz / Headquarters Hauptsitz / Headquarters 
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